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Introduction
The South Yorkshire Mayoral election comes at
an important moment for the region and offers an
opportunity for major positive change, to level up and
to create opportunities for growth and innovation,
building towards a more resilient, low carbon future.

We believe the next five years provides an
opportunity to secure lasting improvements
in both human and planetary health.

The incoming Mayor can have a major impact by prioritising
decarbonisation over their upcoming term in office, to meet the 2040
net zero carbon emissions target. This will require action across
several areas, from supporting industry to improving the energy
efficiency of homes and the public transport system.
Arup has worked in Sheffield for more than sixty years, and as a
firm dedicated to sustainable development, we are inspired to look
for greater impact in everything we do. Our designers, advisors and
experts working across every aspect of the built environment have
drawn on their local knowledge and broad capability to propose a
variety of policy ideas for the next Mayor to consider.
Organised under five themes, we intend for these ideas to stimulate
thought and initiate debate about the future of the region.
In doing so, we believe South Yorkshire can empower its
communities, embrace a nature-based approach and improve
its economic resilience in an inclusive way.
Derek Roberts

Sheffield Office Leader
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Five themes
We’ve proposed five transformative themes and
a series of corresponding ideas to build a more
prosperous and resilient South Yorkshire. All of
these ideas can be initiated within the mayoral term
commencing in May 2022.

The net zero challenge

Nature-based solutions

Vibrant city and town centres

Inspire and deliver systemic
change across South Yorkshire
to lead a just transition to net
zero by 2040.

Restore, regenerate and enhance
the natural environment, to
create a climate-resilient and
healthy future.

Transform city and town centres
to create accessible, inclusive,
safe and distinctive experiences
which support communities and
the regional economy.

BARNSLEY

Peak District
National Park

DONCASTER

ROTHERHAM
SHEFFIELD

Inclusive innovation

Make the future economy work
for everyone by designing
outcomes deliberately to
distribute benefits and wealth
more equally.

Empowered communities

Ensure South Yorkshire leads the
way in coordinating investment
in impactful, community-led and
place-based strategies.
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The net zero challenge
Investing in transport and energy
to achieve net zero
The climate crisis is urgent. Immediate systemic change is
required in many, if not all, areas of our lives. Putting net zero
commitments at the heart of the Mayor’s and the combined
authority’s decision making would be a significant step
towards addressing the climate crisis and delivering sustainable
improvements in transport, energy, business and skills.
Transforming the built environment to mitigate, and adapt to
climate change requires collaborative action. The incoming
Mayor and the combined authority can drive partnerships and
bring together expertise to enable South Yorkshire to play a
leading role in the UK’s response to the climate emergency.
By inspiring everyone in South Yorkshire to take action, the
region can create momentum and mobilise change.
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Ideas for the net zero challenge

A transport strategy to deliver decarbonisation

A systems approach to retrofit at scale

Refresh the South Yorkshire Transport Strategy, to place decarbonisation
at its heart. This strategy could set out an integrated transport system,
informed by modelling, to identify the transport schemes required to
deliver South Yorkshire’s net zero target and tackle air pollution.

Lead an integrated ‘retrofit mission’ starting with social housing
and the public sector estate. South Yorkshire could tackle the
system-wide challenge of energy-efficient buildings by combining
research and development, design expertise, digital innovation and
manufacturing know how, to deliver a retrofit programme at scale.
A partnership model between government, industry and universities
could at the same time address financing, training, and supply chain
development and deliver decarbonisation, economic growth and
social benefits.

Integrated energy infrastructure planning

Create a South Yorkshire Energy Board to develop and deliver an
integrated energy infrastructure plan, bringing together the major
utilities companies and supporting collaborative, proactive and
coordinated investment. The board could identify the infrastructure
required to support a low carbon energy transition, including suitable
locations for heat networks, hydrogen or heat pumps. It would also
be well placed to consider the scale of grid reinforcement needed to
electrify heat and transport systems.
Accelerate hydrogen hubs

Convene and coordinate partners and agencies to develop hydrogen
hubs in South Yorkshire. A significant opportunity for the region lies in
accelerating the deployment of end-to-end hydrogen hubs (production,
distribution, storage and demand) focused on industry, heavy duty
transport and heating. Tackling the hardest to decarbonise sectors
provides opportunity for South Yorkshire’s hydrogen supply chain
companies to grow and export their knowledge and products. South
Yorkshire has an established network of committed organisations in the
hydrogen supply chain and it’s a strategic location for the UK logistics
sector with affordable land prices that are enviable compared to other
regions. Arup set out the unique opportunity in South Yorkshire in it’s
publication ‘Establishing a Regional Hydrogen Economy’.

Green corridors

Leverage South Yorkshire assets

Leverage South Yorkshire’s distinctive assets to accelerate
the transition through:
– Rationalising and upgrading Sheffield’s Energy
Recovery Facility which generates electricity for the
National Grid and heat for the city from waste.
– Exploring mine water as a renewable heat source.
– Prioritising the most viable renewable energy
sources of wind and solar, and exploring scalable
and bold strategies for development.

Create green corridors for the busiest transport routes on the South
Yorkshire bus network, by introducing a net zero fleet of vehicles
and new green infrastructure. This could include bus shelters
with living roofs to support biodiversity as seen in Leicester. A
green corridor would improve the quality and ecological value
of the urban environment and enhance the traveller experience,
encouraging more people to travel by public transport.
Active Travel

Accelerate the region’s Active Travel Implementation Plan rollout,
bringing forward planned investment by a decade. Continue to
create active travel routes and address missing links in the network
to enable better journeys on foot or by bike. Our experience shows
that active travel improvements are opportunities to improve the
urban realm and allow local communities to participate in shaping
proposals, which they will ultimately use.
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Nature-based solutions
Realising the value of the natural environment

The Mayor and combined authority can adopt a range of
approaches to make South Yorkshire a national exemplar in
integrating nature-based solutions.
By working with nature to address planetary and societal
challenges, the region can positively affect resilience,
decarbonisation, climate change and biodiversity, and
enhance social and economic value. A natural capital
investment plan has never been so crucial. From rewilding
upland catchments, rethinking flood plains, expanding
temperate rainforests, greening urban spaces and beyond.
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Ideas for nature-based solutions

Regenerative land use planning

Improve current land use practices to make them more
sustainable and regenerative. A holistic strategy could reduce
emissions, sequester carbon, mitigate flood risk and create a net
environmental gain in rural and urban areas.
Green and blue corridors

Create beautiful, blue corridors by improving the quality
of South Yorkshire’s river system and its surrounding
environment. River-based planning could include
pedestrianisation, de-culverting and rewilding areas to create
green connections between the region’s centres, employment
centres and surrounding green spaces.
A natural choice for visitors

Promote outdoor pursuits, the natural environment and
rewilding of urban spaces to attract more visitors to South
Yorkshire. Sheffield is already known as the Outdoor City
and the Trans Pennine Trail route weaves through old railway
lines, river valleys, the foothills of the Pennines and urban
environments. Outdoor events, such as a new annual summer
festival of ‘wild’ activities across South Yorkshire, could
capitalise on the region’s strong reputation and natural assets.

Case Study
From Grey to
Green, Sheffield

Sheffield’s award-winning
Grey to Green scheme
continues to push the
boundaries of a healthy
green street model and could
be expanded. Using urban
greening principles and
Sustainable drainage systems
(SuDS), the initiative has
increased urban biodiversity
by introducing a green
living corridor. Multilayered planting improves
air quality, whilst innovative
beds capture and manage
rainwater and prevent
pollutants from entering
the watercourses. All while
helping to cool the urban
environment and promote
health and wellbeing for
people using and living in
the area.
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Vibrant city and
town centres
Regenerating urban centres and
breathing new life into communities
The region’s city and town centres are transforming – reflecting
changes in the way people live, shop, work and spend their spare
time. Flagship schemes are re-imagining South Yorkshire’s
centres, such as Barnsley’s Glassworks, Doncaster’s Civic and
Cultural Quarter, Rotherham’s Forge Island, and Sheffield’s
Heart of the City.

Right: Doncaster centre
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New plazas and boulevards are creating great places for people
to gather and dwell, complemented by street art and popup activities. At the centre of all these schemes is people and
promoting an inclusive and distinctive experience has never been
more important. There are more opportunities to increase the
number of people living in urban centres in South Yorkshire, to
support local economies, whilst alleviating development pressure
on the region’s rural fringes.
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Ideas for vibrant city and town centres

Animate under-utilised spaces

Safe and inclusive environments

Create spaces for innovative, ‘meanwhile’ or new uses and test and
trial models for the future. Spaces could include venues, maker
and creative hubs, or new uses entirely, such as Arup’s High Street
Hospital proposal. The High Street Hospital model integrates
health care facilities in repurposed vacant retail stores in the centre
of towns and cities. In addition, public sector owned sites could be
repurposed to support entrepreneurism in urban centres.

Not everyone experiences city and town centres positively and
designs to improve these environments should begin with more
vulnerable members of society in mind. Arup’s ‘Night-time
Vulnerability Assessment’ examines how to create safer and more
inclusive urban environments after dusk. And our ‘Cities Alive’
series takes a human-centred approach to rethinking how urban
design can make places less intimidating and more accessible, for
example, for children or people living with dementia.

Green your town

Invite everyone to participate in maintaining and creating green
urban spaces. For example, urban farms, voluntary landscaping
groups and social prescribing initiatives could improve the
environment in town centres, promote wellbeing and increase
social interaction.

Further reading

Develop urban centres into places for people of all ages, from
childhood to retirement and older age, through a more inclusive
approach to design. For example, providing more cultural and
community focused facilities in tandem with a better mix of
housing for families and the elderly. Developed, planned and
delivered as a coordinated package, this would give investors and
occupiers more confidence.

Cities Alive: Designing
for Urban Childhoods

Cities Alive: Designing
for Ageing Communities

Cities Alive: Rethinking
Green Infrastructure

The High Street
Hospital Model

©Alan Burnett_flickr CC BY-SA 2.0

Age-friendly places

Peel Square, Barnsley
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Inclusive innovation
Strengthening the regional economy

South Yorkshire is host to a thriving innovation economy.
There are strong partnerships between universities,
government and industry, and the region’s anchor institutions
make an important contribution to the local economy. The
University of Sheffield’s Advanced Manufacturing Research
Centre in Rotherham is an exemplar in translating university
research into industrial excellence locally, across the UK
and internationally.
There is strong potential for innovation led growth in the
digital, health, transport, logistics and environmental sectors,
however South Yorkshire’s productivity is behind the national
average. Whilst economic activity rates have improved, there
are areas of deprivation and many new opportunities are
low skill, low pay roles. Solving the challenge of inclusive
innovation will require developing policies and designing
investment in a way that ensures new opportunities and
benefits are realised across communities.
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Ideas for inclusive innovation

Digital and advanced manufacturing

Champion collaboration across advanced manufacturing and digital
industries and convene key players in the innovation ecosystem.
South Yorkshire has world class research institutes, businesses, and
skills which presents an opportunity for more organisations to adopt
the latest technologies to improve products, processes and services.
In addition, the region can develop new digital skills in collaboration
with education establishments and through industry
led apprenticeships.
Health and wellbeing

Benchmark and measure progress through wellbeing indicators, as
well as economic growth. The region’s health sector, including its
innovative health companies and world leading research capability,
can be a driver of innovation, job creation and growth. The plans
for a new state-of-the-art hospital and higher education campus
in Doncaster would significantly bolster the healthcare sector and
regeneration. Sheffield Hallam University’s Advanced Wellbeing
Research Centre is pioneering work on improving wellbeing through
movement. The Mayor and combined authority could create testbeds
across the region to demonstrate and pilot new approaches to put
wellbeing at the heart of transport schemes, regeneration sites and
smart city plans.

Growth and connectivity

Develop a South Yorkshire growth and connectivity work programme
bringing together Mayors and leaders in Yorkshire to set out the size
of the economic prize resulting from improved rail connectivity.
Collaboration and agglomeration will be vital ingredients to a
successful future economy and high quality transport infrastructure
enables this. For South Yorkshire fast, frequent and reliable rail
connections to Northern cities including Leeds and Manchester
are vital.
South Yorkshire social value plan

Create a South Yorkshire Social Value Plan, to set out the region’s
ambitions and to encourage partners, businesses and anchor
institutions to increase positive economic, social and environmental
impact. This could include innovative new ways to build community
wealth. For example, South Yorkshire could explore a model for an
electric car charging company, ensuring that profits are reinvested in
the local area.
Skills for building a better world

Establish low carbon skills programmes to train young people and
those with more experience wishing to pursue a career in the low
carbon sector. For example, a programme to retrofit homes could
be delivered by a newly upskilled and diverse workforce that is
motivated to deliver the transition to net zero. Alternatively, as new
nature-based solutions are developed and refined, businesses could
work alongside schools, universities and communities to develop and
share new skills for building a better world.
Advanced Manufacturing Research Centre, Rotherham
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Empowered communities
Putting communities at the heart
of investment programmes
By supporting communities at all levels and meeting their
needs, the region can create resilient towns and cities which
drive positive change. Meaningful local engagement and codesign of the built environment are powerful ways to develop
a sense of community pride.
A place-based approach to planning and development,
involving local communities, will allow the new Mayor
and combined authority to identify priority places to target
investment strategically, and coordinate devolved funds.

Right: Stainforth sketch
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Ideas for empowered communities

Place-based planning

Alternative investment models

Adopt a place-based approach to deliver plans which integrate
skills, business, transport and energy, to level up South Yorkshire’s
economy and reduce inequality. For example, Arup worked with the
Stainforth Town Deal Board to develop a vision and masterplan
that builds on the Neighbourhood Plan and reflects stakeholder
views and ambitions for the town, helping to secure significant
government investment.

Explore new sources of funding by experimenting with alternative
investment approaches to support more distributed wealth and
sustained growth. As an example, South Yorkshire could pilot
local renewable energy investment and installation, coupled with
community ownership models, to help keep the control and value of
energy generation in the local economy.

Community decarbonisation planning

Engage local residents in creating community decarbonisation
plans and provide resources to ensure that the poorest communities
can participate on an equal footing. Appointing and supporting
net zero community groups is one way to empower local decision
making, for example, to take forward community heating schemes.
Other examples of community action areas could include car share
schemes, active travel improvements or local food production
at allotments.
Deliberative democracy

A deliberative democracy model, including the initiation of a
Citizens’ Assembly, could enable the people of South Yorkshire to
have a more significant say in the choices and strategies that will
help achieve the region’s net zero ambitions. Citizens’ Assemblies
engage a cross-section of society to learn, deliberate, discuss and
draw conclusions as demonstrated by Lancaster City Council’s
People’s Jury and Greater Cambridge Citizens’ Assembly.
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Further information
We hope you enjoyed reading about our ideas. Dedicated to
sustainable development, Arup is a collective of 16,000 designers,
advisors and experts working across 140 countries. Founded to be
both humane and excellent, we collaborate with our clients and
partners using imagination, technology and rigour to shape a better
world. And we are passionate about the difference we can make to
people, businesses and the environment in South Yorkshire.
Please get in touch or connect with us on Twitter or LinkedIn.

Derek Roberts
Sheffield Office Leader
t: +44 114 283 3634
e: derek.roberts@arup.com

Jennefer Holmes
Associate Director
t: +44 114 283 3633
e: jennefer.holmes@arup.com

3 St Paul’s Place, Norfolk Street,
Sheffield S1 2JE United Kingdom

3 St Paul’s Place, Norfolk Street,
Sheffield S1 2JE United Kingdom

twitter.com/ArupUK
linkedin.com/company/arup
Arup office, Sheffield
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